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Introduction
Two behavioral circuits that have received intensive study in crayfish are coordinated walking movements and the lateral giant interneuron (LG) mediated tail-flip response. Appropriate sensory stimuli applied to the tail of a crayfish will stimulate the LG, which innervates phasic flexor motorneurons to contract abdominal muscles. This reflex circuit exists to propel crayfish away from predators (3). Coordinated walking is mediated by central motor pattern generators (CPGs) located in the ventral nerve cord (1). GABA is a neurotransmitter that acts on GABA1α receptors in both the tail-flip circuit and motor pattern walking circuit (5). When activated, GABA1α receptors allow chloride ions to enter into the cell preventing excitation. It is important to understand how various pharmacological agents modulate the GABA1α receptors in each circuit. We designed an experiment to study the effects of two drugs, ethanol (EtOH) and picrotoxin (Ptx), on these circuits. EtOH is a GABA agonist while Ptx blocks the actions of the chloride channels.

Methods
We propose a mixed (between- and within-subjects) factorial design to study the isolated and combined effects of EtOH and Ptx. For behavioral tests, subjects will be given either vehicle or 50µM Ptx injections after soaking in 1500mL of water or 100mM EtOH solutions. To measure tail flip responses, subjects will first acclimate for 20 minutes, then have an appropriate stimulus applied to their tail. To measure spontaneous walking behavior, crayfish will be acclimated as before and then filmed for five minutes. The video will be scored with the Jwatcher application, noting the initiation of coordinated walking movement. Electrophysiological data will be recorded using pin electrodes on a dissected crayfish ventral nerve cord (VNC). Each nerve cord will be bathed in saline to establish baseline data and then in EtOH and/or Ptx solution. Data from each application will be recorded in Dataview to quantify and compare firing frequency.

Conclusions/Discussion
Results from this study will lead to a better understanding of the effects and interactions of EtOH and Ptx on crayfish neural circuitry.
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